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Summary

This report summarizes results from a field study with in-situ seismic
measurements in crystalline rock. It was found that among a few poten-
tial seismic techniques the so called cross hole method would probably
provide the most powerful capability for detecting cracks and fracture
zones. By ,iis method the area between two holes are systematically
scanned :; seismic raypaths. Seismic signals are generated in one hole
by mic» J. jlosions and recorded in the other at various combinations of
depths, 'est sample of scanning data showed a rather dramatic varia-
tion cf tfe seismic P-wave velocity (5-6 km/s).Analysis procedures like
tomogra M e imaging was applied to this data set primarily to illustrate
the \r i of structural mapping such procedures can provide.

Sammo.Afattning

Rappc en sammanfattar resultat från ett fältförsök med seismiska in
situ matningar i kristallint berg. Den s k mellanhålsmetoden har sanno-
likt de största förutsättningarna att kartlägga sprickor. Vid denna
metod avsökes området mellan två borrhål systematiskt av seismiska
strålar. Seismiska signaler genereras i ett hål med mikro explosioner
och registrera? i det andra för olika djupkombinationer. Provmätningar
visade också stora variationer hos de seismiska longitudinella vågornas
hastighet (5-6 km/s). För atc illustrera vilken typ av kartläggning som
kan göras med mellanhålsmätningar provades tomografisk avbildning på de
insamlade mätningarna.

Uppdragsnummer: El 94
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1. Introduction

This report summarizes results from a study with in-situ seismic measure-
ments in crystalline rock. The purpose of this study was to look into
the possibility of utilizing seismic waves for detecting and mapping
cracks and fracture zones. Three specific aspects were covered by the
following exoeriments:

- Trial with cross hole measurements

- Anistropy effects

- Reflection data

The experiments were carried out at a site in a granite batholith near
Kråkemåla in Southeastern Sweden which earlier has been subjected to
comprehensive geological and geophysical investigations (Magnusson,
1976; Scherman 1978; Magnusson and Duran, 1978). Some of the results
from these investigations are epitomized by the map in figure 1.

Below follows a brief description of equipment, field lay out, examples
of recorded data, tentative analysis, and discussion of results.

2. Trial with cross hole measurements

The cross hole method is used to systematically scan the area between
two holes with ray paths as indicated by figure 2. The purpose of this
trial was to test the feasibility of generating and recording seismic
signals in deep narrow bore holes in granite rock bodies.

The lay out in the field of the experiment and the technical set up for
generating (hole K2) and recording (hole Kl) seismic signals are
outlined by figure 2. The separation between the two holes 1s somewhat
larger than 600 m. Signals were generated by microexplosions with yields
between 30-62 g. They were set off at locations between 30-400 m depth
free from cracks or weaknesses according to previous well surveys (Mag-
nusson and Duran, 1978). No apparent damage was caused but detailed TV-



loggings have to be carried out for positive confirmation on this point.
The seismic signals from the explosions were picked up by three compo-
nent geophone sets. One set was operated in the Kl hole down to a depth of
about 100 m and was pressed against the wall by a spring to obtain
good coupling. Four other geophones were placed on the surface along
the line between the two holes (cf. figure 2).

The geophone outputs were after amplification transmitted by FM radio
to a digital recording system housed in a van. For the experiments in
Kråkenåla the recording system was adjusted to cover the frequency
range 0-200 Hz and the signals were recorded and stored on magnetic tape
with a sampling rate of 1 kHz.

For each shot the recording system was initiated by the firing pulse to
the microexplosion. This was done by transmitting the pulse to the
recording system by FM radio. The accuracy of the orijin time of the
explosions was limited by the quality of the detonators to about 5-10
ms.

Examples of sections recorded at the bore hole geophone for a depth of
94 m and for various shot depths are given in figure 3. Similar section
are shown in figures 4-5 for the surface geophone right above the bore
hole geophone.

Recordings were obtained from explosions at 34 depths ranging from 30-
400 m and the bore hole geophones at 50 and 94 m depths. The ray paths
of a collected test sample can be found in figure 6.

It must be emphasized that this test sample was neither intended for nor
allows for a mapping of the structure between the two bore holes. A more
systematic scanning has then to be employed. Even so it was considered
worthwhile to make a tenative analysis for the purpose of illustrating
the kind of processing that can be applied. In doing so emphasis was
placed on analysis of first arriyal times which were read to an accuracy
of about 1 ms. These readings are plotted as a function of source-
receiver distance in figure 7. The most conspicuous feature of this



scatter diagram is the outlying cluster of data with high apparent
velocity (6 km/s) for some of the signals recorded in the bore hole.
This fast signal manifest itself on the records (cf. figure 3) as a high
frequency (200 Hz) precursor. The origin of this phase is not clear but
could perhaps be associated with a shallow thin high velocity layer.

Various models were fitted to the first arrival time data. None of these
accounts for raybending. It was then found that it was not possible to
reconcile the high velocity precursor with reasonable fitting errors.
The results therefore refer to a truncated data set which excludes the
high veclocity arrivals which constitute about ten percent of the total
data set. Hence the results can only indicate some gross features.

Corrections of the origin times of the explosions were estimated by the
least squares method assuming the measured arrival time being the sum of
a source delay and propagation with constant velocity throughout the
region. These corrections were applied in the subsequent analysis.

Various layered structural models with directional dependence of velo-
city were fitted by the least squares method to the truncated and
corrected data set. One model with reasonably small fitting errors (RMS
value 1.4 ms) is given in figure 8. A low velocity layer (80 m thick-
ness) with a slight directional velocity dependence overlays a layer
with more homogenous velocity.

Tomographic imaging was also applied to the truncated data set, by using
an iterative reconstruction procedure described by Dines and Lytle
(1979). Computer experiments were made for a number of parameter settings.
An example of a cross section (RMS error 1.2 ms) is shown in figure 9.
Here variations across the structure can be noted although the non-
uniquness of the data does not allow for any serious interpretation. It
can be mentioned that the procedure by Dines and Lytle (1979) was
generalized to include directional velocity dependence. But when applied
to the data no convergence could be obtained probably due to the non
uniqueness of the data set.



3. Anisotropy effects

The purpose of this experiment was to study directional effects of
horizontally propagating P and S waves as indicated by the schematic of
the lay out in figure 10. Signals were generated by a sledge hammer
pushed normal and along the line of sets of three component geophones at
distances about 100 m and covering an azimuthal sector of about 100°.
The signals were recorded with the same equipment as for the cross hole
trial and examples of collected data are displayed in figure 11. The
data was collected in outcrop rocks between the holes Kl and K3 (cf.
figure 3) having a flat surface topography within 2 m.

Apparent velocity and amplitudes were measured from the recorded signals.
The result is summarized in figure 12. The velocities represent mean
values avaraged over 10 individual signals. The reading accuracy of the
arrival times is 1 ms.

Although there is some scatter in the velocity data as indicated by the
standard deviation bars figure 12 suggest that there is an apparent
lateral variations of the P and S waves and that these variations need
not follow the same pattern.

The amplitudes which are quite stable frcm one push to another with the
hammer also vary significantly around the azimuth. This variation is
opposite to what one would expect from the velocities. Higher velocities
usually implies larger amplitudes. The directional effects of the velo-
cities and amplitudes could be the result of topography, structure and
porosity of the rock. That presence of cracks even in small fractional
volumes could exert a major effect on the velocity of P and S wave is
demonstrated by figure 13. Here the velocity variation has been computed
for a system of biplanar flat cracks using a theoretical model described
by Crampin et al (1980).

Again no attempt has been made to actually fit the observed data to a
model of this type. A more complete set of data would have been required
and after all this experiment was not planned for determining the structure
but rather to test whether or not directional effects can be observed 1n
fairly homogenous rock bodies.
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4. Reflection data

A limited sample of reflection data was also collected along a profile
between the holes Kl and K3 (cf. figure 1). Signals were generated by
weight dropping (about 60 kg from 2 m height) and recorded by a string
of 15 individual geophones separated by 10 m. The entire profile covered
about 300 m of recording distance.

One important objective was to collect velocity data for shallow P wave
paths as a support for the cross hole and anisotropy trials. The P wave
velocity was found to be almost constant (5 km/s) throughout the record-
ing distance. No apparent reflection to be associated with a horizontal
fracture zone could be detected from this limited sample.

5. Concluding remarks

The trial with cross hole measurements in Kråkemåla using microexplo-
sions as signal generators shows that this method can be applied between
narrow deep holes in granite rock bodies with a hole separation in the
range several hundred meters to 1 km. One of the main advantages to be
accrued from the cross hole method is the fact that hole-to-hole ray
paths are less affected by the top low velocity layer than other
techniques. In addition the cross hole technique allows sampling the
rock in a variety of directions and can be extended to three dimensional
surveys.

The test samples of in-situ measurements collected in this study support
the results in recent years from laboratory as well as theoretical
studies that seismic techniques could be a useful tool for qualification
of crystalline rock bodies in particular with regard to presence of
cracks and fracture zones.
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Fig. 1. The Kråkemåla site showing the relative location of the bore holes
Kl, K2, K3 and cracks and fractures mapped by previous geophysical
investigations. The holes, which are uncased, have
a diameter of 56 mm and are water filled.
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Fig. 2. Schematic of the experiment with cross hole measurements.
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Fig.3. Record sections at the bore hole geophones (vertical and one horizontal
component) at a depth of 95 m, and shot depths ranging from 30-398
m. Notice the high frequency precursor which is particularly clear
for shots at depths 45-95 in.
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Fig. 4. Record sections at the vertical component geophone placed above the
bore hole geophone. Notice ths liisonce of the high precursor which
can be seen in fig. 3.
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Fig. 5. Record sections at the radial component geophone placed above the
bore hole geophone. Cf. figures 3 and 4.
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Fig. 7. First arrival times as a function of source-receiver distances for
observations at three of the geophones. The open circles» dots and
crosses refer to the geophones indicated to the right in the figure.
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Fig. 8. A two layer structural model fitted to truncated and corrected test
sample.
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Fig. 9. An example of a tomographic section obtained for the truncated and
corrected test sample.



Fig. 10. Schematic showing the relative positions of sledge hammer and
geophones on the surface of the earth.
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Fig. 11. Examples of P and S waves recorded from radial and
transverse pushes by a sledge hammer.
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Fig, 12. Amplitudes and velocities as a function of azimuth for horizontally
propagating P and S waves.
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Fig.13. P and S velocities as a function of direction computed from a
theoretical model containing two orthogonal planes of
cracks with equal density (Crampin et al, 1980).
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